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Building a shared 

definition of Open 

Science* 

 
i.e. there are many pillars, 

but ultimately, Open 

Science is just good 

science 
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What dynamics are driving the shift to Open 

Science? 
Technology 

• Web 

• Everyone is a publisher 

• Content access is everywhere 

• Social web 

• Big Data: cheaper computing power, tools 

Govt policies:  

• Publicly funded research should be made 
available 

Patient Rights/Advocacy for health information 

Transparency: Desire for transparency/reliability in 
research results 
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Libraries are well positioned to support the 

foundational practices of open science 

Experts in knowledge 

management 

 

Understanding of policy 

evolution 

 

Strong relationships with key 

campus stakeholders 

 

Educational/Advising role 



What Open 

Sciences 

Services are 

Libraries 

Providing? 

Open Access 
Journals 

Open Data 

Student Work 

Faculty Work 
Cultural 
Heritage 

Open 
Textbooks 

Technical 
Reports/ Grey 

literature 



Open Science Success Stories 

 

Library-led Open Science initiatives that  

have created real-world impact  



- The article has over 600 downloads, nearly 5 

times more than the average article in the 

journal receives 

- Many readers were located in the region of 

the outbreak, providing them with timely 

relevant access to important health 

information 

- Other readers included health and disease 

policymakers: the US Center for Disease 

Control and Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 

- Because this journal was hosted in the IR, it 

had critical societal impact 

- Aurora Health Care is a healthcare system 

provider in the US 

- They started and publish an Open Access 

journal called the “Journal of Patient-

Centered Research and Reviews”, which is 

hosted on Aurora’s IR 

- They published an article in 2016 about the 

“Elizabethkingia” bacterial outbreak crisis that 

caused more than 20 deaths in the US 

Open Access Journals 



- The dataset has been downloaded more than 

900 times from the IR 

- And the data has been featured by major 

international media and publishing companies 

- Because the data was in the IR, the impact 

and visibility of the research output was 

enhanced 

- Thomas Crowther was an environmental 

studies fellow at Yale University in 2015 

- He researched global tree densities and 

collected over 420,000 data points  

- An article associated with the research and 

data was published in Nature 

- And the full dataset made available in Yale’s 

IR 

Open Data 



NY Department of Environmental 

Conservation draws on research 

from College at Brockport and 

Joseph Makarewicz’s student 

research to develop their  

watershed policy. 

 

  
“Besides enhancing the reputation of the college,…it now 

provides some information to people that I’m a leader in 

the field. 

 

It’s also surprisingly led to a number of counties coming 

forth and suggesting that they may be willing to fund 

some research and scholarship in these areas.” 

  - Prof. Joseph Makarewicz 

Open Research 



- The Claremont Colleges showcase their 

2000+ senior theses in their repository, 

Scholarship@Claremont. 

- Among them is Kendyl Klein’s theses, 

“Why don’t I look like her? The impact of 

social media on female body image.” 
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- The thesis was cited by Elle Magazine and has 
now been downloaded nearly 200,000 times by 
readers in 193 countries. 

- It was also picked up by Cosmopolitan 
Magazine and The Washington Post, bringing 
additional visibility not only to Kendyl and her 
work, but also to the Claremont Colleges. 

- Kendyl has noticed that three different State 
Departments of Education show up as frequent 
readers, which has inspired her to look into the 
possibility of pursuing the topic of body 
positivity and social media outreach in an 
educational capacity.  

Open Theses 



Open Metrics measure impact and encourage  

open practices 
  

https://nsuworks.nova.edu/tqr/
https://dashboard.bepress.com/?dashboardToken=5772d35dbb999afb051548aesqPZgN29ATGicycXv2KTPTe5CWDRDRI6bVpg0469#/


Art History and Archeology Professor 
Justin Walsh discovered that his work 
was cited in a major new outlet though 
the use of open metrics in this Digital 
Commons author dashboard  
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